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Abstract
Goal-oriented dialogues generation grounded
in multiple documents(MultiDoc2Dial) is a
challenging and realistic task. Unlike previ-
ous works which treat document-grounded di-
alogue modeling as a machine reading com-
prehension task from single document, Multi-
Doc2Dial task faces challenges of both seek-
ing information from multiple documents and
generating conversation response simultane-
ously. This paper summarizes our entries to
agent response generation subtask in Multi-
Doc2Dial dataset. We propose a three-stage
solution, Grounding-guided goal-oriented dia-
logues generation(G4), which predicts ground-
ings from retrieved passages to guide the gen-
eration of the final response. Our experiments
show that G4 achieves SacreBLEU score of
31.24 and F1 score of 44.6 which is 60.7%
higher than the baseline model.

1 Introduction

Conversational question answering techniques have
attracted widespread attention as a fusion of
document-based question answering and dialogue
generation techniques. Most previous works have
focused on single-document conversational ques-
tion answering tasks, such as QuAC(Choi et al.,
2018), CoQA(Reddy et al., 2019), Doc2Dial(Feng
et al., 2020). As a more realistic task, goal-oriented
dialogues generation is based on multiple docu-
ments as MultiDoc2Dial(Feng et al., 2021) faces
challenges of identifying useful pieces of text
from documents and generating response simul-
taneously.

Inspired by the method of Open-domain ques-
tion answering (OpenQA), the MultiDoc2Dial task
can be solved in a two-stage framework(Robertson
et al., 1995; Lewis et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave,
2020a,b): (i) first to retrieve relevant passages from
the knowledge source (the retriever)(Jones, 1972;
Robertson et al., 1995; Karpukhin et al., 2020;
Xiong et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020); and (ii)

second to produce an answer based on retrieved
passages and the question (the generator)(Raffel
et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2019). what’s more, the
end-to-end methods which learn to retrieve and
generate simultaneously(Lee et al., 2021; Singh
et al., 2021) also achieves good results.

In MultiDoc2Dial task, as the dialogue flow
shifts among the grounding documents through the
conversation which makes the current session rele-
vant to multiple documents, identifying the content
that best matches the question from the relevant
documents becomes the biggest challenge. After
analysis, it is found that two-stage methods fail to
locate the answer span position from multiple rele-
vant documents and generate irrelevant responses
to the query.

In this paper, we propose a grounding-
guided three-stage framework(Retriever-Reader-
Generator). The framework imitates the process
of humans looking for answers from a browser:
first read each relevant retrieved documents with
question, and then combine the understanding of
each document to generate a final answer. The gen-
erator of third stage can be guided by grounding
spans, phrases in the retrieved document predicted
by reader, mitigating the excessive deviation of the
generated result from the correct response. Since
the same corpus data is shared among reader and
generator, data distribution of the input for genera-
tor are different in training and inference. We also
propose a data augmentation approach to alleviate
the discrepancy between training and inference. To
conclude, our contributions are as follows:

• we propose a grounding-guided three-stage
framework that mitigates the deviation of re-
sponse from the question.

• we present a data augmentation approach
which improves the diversity of groundings
for generation thus further improving the ro-
bustness of the multi-stage framework.
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2 Method

Our proposed model G4 is a three-stage frame-
work: (i) retrieve relevant passages from the knowl-
edge(retriever). (ii) predict groundings based on
retrieved passages(reader). (iii)generate a response
based on the groundings predicted by reader and
relevant passages from retriever(generator).

2.1 Problem Definition

Given dialogue history {u1, . . . , uT−1} and cur-
rent user’s utterance uT , MultiDoc2Dial task pro-
duces the response uT+1 based on knowledge from
a set of relevant documents D0 ⊆ D, where D
denotes all knowledge documents. In particular,
in the same dialogue session, different utterances
might have different related documents. Depending
on the form of the answer, two tasks are proposed
in MultiDoc2Dial where the first is to identify the
grounding document span and the second is to gen-
erate agent response. We focus on the second task
in this paper.

2.2 Retriever

Given dialogue history {u1, . . . , uT−1}, cur-
rent user’s utterance uT and passages P =
{p0, p1, . . . , pM} which are splited from all knowl-
edge documents. The retriever identify the top-
k relevant passages R = {r1, r2, . . . , rk} ⊆ P ,
where P is the splited results of documents D. In
order to distinguish the above D and P , we use
"document" and "passage" respectively to denote
the text of before and after segmentation. In the
retrieval stage, we first split the documents into pas-
sages and then use dense-based retriever to identify
relevant passages.
Retriever. We use the ANCE model (Xiong et al.,
2020) to retrieve relevant passages from multi-
documents. We finetune ANCE model with posi-
tive and negtive examples. We choose the golden
passage which include the annotated grounding as
positive examples. For initial negative examples,
we use grounding and last utterance as query re-
spectively to select top 2 retrieval passages except
golden passage as hard negative examples, and use
current response utterance with dialogue history as
query to choose top 5 to 15 from retrieved results
as negative examples based on BM25.

2.3 Reader

Taking current utterance uT with dialogue history
{u1, . . . , uT−1} and a retrieved passage pi as in-

put, the reader predicts grounding span in passage
or reject to answer. Sliding window is applied to
process long passage.
Span restrict. Unlike standard span-based ques-
tion answering, possible start and end positions
of grounding spans are restricted to phrases in the
document. The phrase is consecutive sentences
labeled in the original document with HTML tag,
and the grounding span is one of the phrases in a
document.For datasets without grounding labels,
grounding span can be constructed according to
final response with simple similarity algorithm. To
reduce the difficulty of training, we only consider
the start and end position of phrase for predict
and apply softmax over tokens corresponding these
position like previous work(Daheim et al., 2021).
Start and end probability are calculated by a linear
projection from the last hidden states of encoder:

p̂ start = σ(φ(H)ms) p̂ end = σ(φ(H)ms)

where p̂ start and p̂ end is start and end probability
distribution, H is the represation of encoder, ms

denote the mask vector that set to 1 if the start and
end position of phrase else 0, σ is softmax function
and φ(◦) is MLP. The cost function is defined as :

J(θ) = − 1

T

T∑

t=1

log
(
p̂ start
yst

)
+ log

(
p̂ end
yet

)

where T is the number of training samples, yst and
yet are the true start and end position of the t-th
sample.

2.4 Grounding-guided generator

To fully leverage the multiple passages identified
by the retriever, we adopt Fusion-in-Decoder(FiD)
(Izacard and Grave, 2020b) as our response genera-
tion model. Based on seq2seq framework, FiD en-
codes every passage with query independently and
decodes all encoded features jointly to generate re-
sponse. As summed up in FiD, increasing the num-
ber of passages from 10 to 100 leads to significantly
improvement on different OpenQA datasets. How-
ever, in the MultiDoc2Dial dataset, the current ses-
sion is related to multiple documents, which makes
it difficult for generator to identify grounding span
for the current utterance. The above problem is
exacerbated when the document is split into multi-
passages so that the generated response might be
irrelevant to grounding and simply increasing the
number of passages yields only insignificant im-
provement.
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Model F1 SacreBLEU METEOR RougeL total

DPR+RAG (Lewis et al., 2020) 34.25 19.44 33.30 31.85 118.84
EMDR (Singh et al., 2021) 43.33 24.82 41.81 41.83 151.79
DPR+FiD(Izacard and Grave, 2020b) 42.14 28.58 39.78 40.67 151.17

G4-base (DPR+Gorg) 43.65 30.33 41.38 41.64 157.00
G4-fin (ANCE+Gorg) 44.11 30.91 41.85 42.11 159.39
G4-aug (DPR+Gaugment) 44.22 30.73 41.96 42.28 159.19
G4 (ANCE+Gaugment) 44.60 31.24 42.41 42.68 160.93

Table 1: The results of Different models in MultiDoc2Dial dataset. DPR: DPR model officially released by
MultiDoc2Dial. DPRoptimized: our fine-tuned ANCE model described in 2.2. Gorg/Gaug: grounding-guided generator
described in 2.4. Gaug: grounding-guided generation with data augmentation while Gorg without augmentation.

Encode with grounding span and fusionly de-
code. Grounding-guided generator use the ground-
ing span predicted by reader of second stage to
guide the generator to produce agent response.
Based on Fusion-in-Decoder model, we proposed
two approach to introduce grounding span to guide
generator:(i)The first way is to directly concate-
nate the grounding span to the front of the original
passage. The input form of FiD encoder can be
described as follows:

[S̄u, uT , uT−1...u1; S̄g, g; S̄p, p]

where ut, g, p is utterance of turn t, grounding
span, original passage respectively and all parts
start with special token: S̄u, S̄g,S̄p. In particular, g
will be set to the empty string while reader reject
to answer for current passage. (ii)The second way
is to tag start and end position of grounding span
in the passage. The input form listed as follows:

[S̄u, uT , uT−1...u1; S̄p, p
0
i , p

1
i ...S̄g, p

s
i , ...p

e
i , Ēg, p

n
i ]

where pi = {p0i , . . . , pni } is the original retrieved
passages, {psi , . . . , pei} is grounding span predicted
by reader in the passage with the start and end po-
sition S̄g Ēg and S̄g Ēg will be deleted if reader re-
ject to answer. In particular, when the length of the
passage exceeds the maximum limit of the encoder,
we also use dynamic truncate to ensure that the
grounding spans are within the encoding window
and are not truncated. If the length is greater than
the maximum encoding window length, above (i)
truncate from the tail, while (ii) truncate from head
and tail to ensure that the grounding span is located
in the middle of the window as much as possible.
In the first method, if the length is greater than the
maximum encoding window length in a conven-
tional way, in the second method, the grounding
span is truncated to ensure that the grounding span

is located in the center of the window as much as
possible.
Data augmentation. Since the generator and
reader share the same corpus, the reader needs to
predict on its training set. The F1 score of ground-
ing prediction is 0.98 on the training set and 0.79
on the evaluation set, which would cause the gener-
ator to be overconfident in the given grounding and
underperform on the evaluation set. To alleviate the
above problem and enhance the robustness of the
model, the reader accepts the top-k passages from
retriever and finds evidence as "grounding span"
for every passage include negative retrieved pas-
sage, then the generator produce the final response
with evidence from reader. What’s more, we adopt
two methods of data augmentation for generator
in training phase: (i) The first method replaces the
groundings spans predicted randomly by the reader
with another span of the same length with probabil-
ity p. (ii) The second way replace the groundings
spans predicted with one of the n best predicted
spans predicted by reader with a probability p.

3 Experiments

Data We use the MultiDoc2Dial dataset(Feng
et al., 2021) , a new task and dataset on model-
ing goal-oriented dialogues grounded in multiple
documents, which contains 29748 queries in 4796
dialogues grounded in 488 documents.

Baseline Considering that MultiDoc2Dial is a rel-
atively new benchmark, we tried several retriever-
reader architecture models. We compare our model
with the baseline model RAG(Lewis et al., 2020)
in the MultiDoc2Dial paper. FiD(Izacard and
Grave, 2020b) is a two-stage pipeline method
which first retrieves passages and performs evi-
dence fusion in the decoder based on multiple pas-
sage. EMDR(Singh et al., 2021) is the state-of-the-
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Model Variant F1 SacreBLEU METEOR RougeL total

G4-base (DPR+Gorg) 43.65 30.33 41.38 41.64 157.00

w/o grounding 42.14 28.58 39.78 40.67 151.17
w groundingconcat 43.13 29.48 40.79 41.23 154.63
w groundingtag 43.65 30.33 41.38 41.64 157.00

w augmentnbest 44.09 30.63 41.44 42.09 158.25
w augmentrandom 44.22 30.73 41.96 42.28 159.19

Table 2: The ablation results of G4 on MultiDoc2Dial validation dataset. w/o grounding: don’t use the reader
module, the generator directly accept the concatenation of the retrieved passages. groundingconcat: add grounding
span with concatenate method. groundingtag: add grounding span with tag method. augmentnbest: noise data with
n-best predicted spans(n = 20). augmentrandom: random noise data.

Model R@1 R@5 R@10

BM25 17.26 37.80 46.49
DPRofficial 38.40 65.90 75.20
DPRaug 42.78 67.98 77.05
ANCE 39.54 68.46 77.27

Table 3: Performance of different retrieve methods on
MultiDoc2Dial validation dataset. DPRofficial: official
DPR finetuned by (Feng et al., 2021). ANCE: ANCE
model described in 2.4. DPRaug: our DPR trained with
better negative examples as ANCE.

art model for OpenQA task on the Natural Question
dataset(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) which apply an
end-to-end training method for documents retrieval
and answer generation.

Implementation In retriever, we choose the pos-
itive passage with 2 negative and 2 hard-negative
examples to train ANCE model. We retrieve 50 pas-
sages for reader and generator and set batch size
to 128. In reader, we initialize our span-based ma-
chine reading comprehension with RoBERT-based
model and batch size is 32. In generator stage, we
adopt the Fusion-in-Decoder model and follow it’s
architectural and basic experimental settings. We
choose the T5-base as the initial weights and set the
max source(dialogue+passage) length to 512 while
max answer(response) length to 50. We use the
probability of p = 0.3 to add noisy data mentioned
in 2.4. Other experiment hyper-parameters can be
seen in Appendix A.
Results. Table 1 reports the evaluation results on
MultiDoc2Dial validation. We observe that our
grounding-guided method (G4-base) clearly outper-
forms the MultiDoc2Dial baseline. Compared with
the two-stage model FiD, the SacreBLEU score

is significantly improved by 1.75 points, which
fully proves that the grounding span predicted by
the reader from second stage can effectively im-
prove the generator’s performance. Our grounding-
guided generator with data augmentation and better
retriever can even further improve by 2.66 Sacre-
BLEU score than baseline. Combining Table 1
and Table 3, it can be concluded that improving
the recall of retriever in the first stage can effec-
tively improve the final generation. By choosing
better negative examples, both our trained DPR and
ANCE models achieve better results. At the same
time, we also noticed that the end-to-end training
method EMDR performs not very well on Multi-
Doc2Dial task.

Table 2 shows the effect of different methods of
grounding-guided generation and data augmenta-
tion. Our two methods of introducing grounding
span have significantly improved generation result,
the first concatenation-based method by 0.99 points
SacreBLEU and second tag-based by 1.51 points
SacreBLEU. The tag-based method not only tells
encoder the position of grounding span, but also
dynamically adjusts the window according to the
position of the grounding span to ensure that im-
portant part of passage wouldn’t be truncated when
the passage exceeds the maximum length of the en-
coder. Therefore, the tag-based method can achieve
better results than concatenation-based method. In
the training phase, adding noise data to grounding
predicted by reader can improve the robustness of
generator and avoid the generator over-reliance on
the prediction results of the reader. Using the ran-
dom selection for noise outperforms n-best data
predicted by the model, probably because n-best
answers are very similar to grounding spans.

What’s more, since the retrieval stage may mis-
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takenly recall irrelevant documents to the query,
we also experimented with making the reader to
identify negative retrieved passages. By randomly
selecting retrieved passages that do not contain
grounding span as negative samples, we train a
binary classifier to enables the reader to identify
irrelevant passages. In the inference phase, model
will reject to predict grounding span when the bi-
nary classifier identifies a retrieved passage as neg-
ative, otherwise adopt the grounding span as final
answer. The negative passages predicted by reader
are also used as the input of generator, but without
grounding span. The result shows that the reader
model with the ability to identify negative passages
has no gain or even worse for the final response
generation. We believe that the reason may be that
the reader and generator share the same training
corpus, and training data with results predicted by
reader makes the generator prone to overfitting.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a three-stage approach
to the MultiDoc2Dial task, which adds readers to
a two-stage framework based on retriever and gen-
erator. We show that the grounding predicted by
the reader can effectively mitigate the deviation
of the generated result from the grounding and
correct response. In future work, we plan to intro-
duce grounding information in a more efficient way
based on end-to-end models.
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A Experiment Hyper-parameters

A.1 Hyper-parameters for retriever

train_batch_size=128
num_negtive_examples=2
num_hard_negtive_examples=2
top_k=50
max_query_length=512
max_passage_length=512
dropout=0.1
attention_dropout=0.1
optim=adam
learning_rate=2e-05

A.2 Hyper-parameters for reader

train_batch_size=32
eval_batch_size=4
doc_stride=128
max_seq_length=512
max_ans_length=128
initial_weight=roberta-base
optim=adam
warmup_steps=1000
learning_rate=3e-5

A.3 Hyper-parameters for generator

train_batch_size=4
n_passages=50
max_source_length=512
max_target_length=50
dropout=0.1
attention_dropout=0.1
initial_weight=T5-base
learn_rate=1e-04
gradient_accumulation_steps=2
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